
Win the battle of brightness vs homogeneity !

with a standard bar light*
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with a Ebar CurvE*
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* Homogeneity perceived by the camera. 
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the ebAR Curve is a high power led solution. it has been developed to ease 
the integration process and helps you achieve the best balance between 
brightness and homogeneity. the curve effect works by reducing the satu-
rated light spot in the centre of a cameras field of view (fov). by reducing 
this spot, uniform illumination across the  fov can be achieved. this new 
development in machine vision illumination allows for smaller barlights to be 
used, giving you savings spatially and economically.

the ebAR Curve has manually adjustable Curve settings for increasing and de-
creasing the brightness of the centre leds to fine tune your results. We have 
given recommendations to follow for the working distance and the fov that 
will be generated. the product will increase productivity and efficiency through 
time savings, high quality results and an increased fov per barlight.

the selection process is simple, find your required fov and follow the part 
configurator to select the best solution for you.

FoV  width < 600 mm FoV  width ≥ 600 mm
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How to select tHe correct size:

recommended setup according to Fov dimensions:

ApplicAtion exAmples:
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  Code ReAding

  piCk & plACe

  QuAlity 
inspeCtion

  fov WidtH = ebAR lengtH   WoRking distAnCe = ebAR lengtH x 1.25

  fov deptH = ebAR lengtH x 0.75



eBAr curVe pArt numBer conFigurAtor:

mounting deVices: cABles:

protection:

diFFusors:

Reference builder
-> Build an Essential EBAR Curve reference

WHI
630
525
470
850

17 ± 17°

EXAMPLE PART NUMBER: 

EBAR Curve 300 mm white LED ± 17° lenses      EBAR-C-300-WHI-17

EBAR Curve 500 mm red LED ± 17° lenses      EBAR-C-500-630-17

EBAR Curve 800 mm blue LED ± 17° lenses      EBAR-C-800-470-17

C CURVE
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* 600, 800 and 1000 mm Bars require 2 bars to �ll the full FoV.

Reference builder
-> Build a diffuser reference for EBAR Curve
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TRANSPARENT

OPAQUE

SATIN

POLARIZER

EXAMPLE PART NUMBER: 

Transparent diffuser for EBAR Curve 300 mm:
     DT-BAR-300

Satin diffuser for EBAR Curve 600 mm:
     DS-BAR-600
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safety glasses

Ref: eye-pRoteCt

M12 female 5 pins cable

2 meters Ref: C-m12-5p-2m

5 meters Ref: C-m12-5p-5m

10 meters Ref: C-m12-5p-10m

horizontal mounting

Ref: tpl-mount-bAR-H1

swivEl Mount

Ref: sWivel-mount

Fixing bracket

Ref: tpl-mount-bAR-sQuARe1

vertical mounting

Ref: tpl-mount-bAR-v1

bMount

Ref: bmount

CliP them on 
tpl vision bars



EBAR CuRveother available documents :
•	 pdf, dWg, dxf, step 

dRAWings (on demand)

•	 useR guide

features and presentations liable to modifications without prior notice. b-1 version, 2017/12 edition

tpl Vision uK
brenchley House - school Road - Charing - kent tn27 0jW - uk
tel. +44 (0)1738 450 504 - contact@tpl-vision.co.uk    
www.tpl-vision.com

tecHnicAl speciFicAtions:

200 300 400 500 600 800 1000

electronics

power supply 24 vdC ±10%

max. Consumption (W) 11 16 22 26.5 27 41 54

modes CW and strobe (trigger pnp or npn)

overdrive no

maximum rising time 15 µs

maximum falling time 15 µs

Wiring 1x male m12 – 5 poles

colours

Colours White ; 470 ; 525 ; 630 ; 850

mechanics

useful length (mm) 200 300 400 500 600 800 1000

overall length (mm) 233 333 433 533 633 833 1033

Width x Height (mm) 47.6 x 45

body materials Aluminum

Window transparent protective window

fixing 2 m4 nuts to insert in the groove located 
on the back of the light or directly use m4 screws

environment

operating temperature -10° to +40°C / 80% of humidity without condensation 
no thermal shock (max temperature variation: 10°C in 24h)

storage temperature -20° to +60°C / 80% of humidity without condensation 
no thermal shock (max temperature variation: 10°C in 24h)

ip protection ip 65

labels RoHs-Ce-deee
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